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ABSTRACT 

In this article Information is provided about best methods,techniques and visual aids in 

conducting lessons. Visual helps moreover assist us show clearly and easily, without 

complications or digressions. There are some useful teaching aids, which are implemented in 

the teaching process such as pictures, timeliness charts and graphs, flashcards, gap fills and 

realia. 

Furthermore, realia is an inconceivably compelling visual help within the ESL classroom. 
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As far as it is concerned with teaching English , not only the best methods, techniques ,but also 

visual aids are in great importance of conducting lesson more effectively than other ordinary 

lessons. I would like to analyze and try to compare some of them, which are both widely and 

actively utilized during the teaching process. 

First of all, after showing a concept employing a visual help, we are giving our learners 

something they can relate with that concept. Afterward, when they attempt to review it, all 

they ought to do is bring up the picture we used.Visual helps moreover assist us show clearly 

and easily, without compclications or digressions. Visual helps not as it were offer assistance 

put the unused dialect out there, they moreover offer assistance remind students, they have 

learned as the lesson goes on. For instance, in case our understudies make an mistake with the 

target language structure, or utilize a distinctive word when they may have utilized a unused 

word from the lesson, we will be able coordinate them back to the visual help as in case to say. 

There are some useful teaching aids, which are implemented in the teaching process such as 

pictures, timeliness charts and graphs, flashcards, gap fills and realia. Pictures are awesome 

for displaying numerous things, descriptive words and straightforward sentence designs. On 

the off chance that we are employing a course reading in course, make utilize of the pictures in 

it; they are now and then exceptionally basic and compelling. We may use both personal and 

celebrities’ photos for interest. Drawing adhere figures helps when all else comes up short, 

otherwise we require a speedy arrangement, utilize the basic drawing or adhere figure. Adhere 

figures take as it were a moment to draw, can be used to instruct around anything, and are 

ensured to urge a chuckle. 

Additionally, timeliness are also useful visual aid, which implemented for explaining tenses 

and one thing that pictures are not exceptionally accommodating for is presenting linguistic 

structures, especially anything past the display basic or show nonstop actions like present and 

past progressives. Furthermore, realia is an inconceivably compelling visual help within the 
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ESL classroom. Realia implies real-life, bona fide things. For instance, in the event that we are 

educating a lesson around booking an inn room, learners will end up much more locked in on 

the off chance that they have a genuine inn brochure to see at. You may utilize the brochure to 

present modern language things, and indeed as the premise for a part play in case we want. 

The next visual aid is flashcards, whose freebees are incredible tangibles to utilize in course. 

They can moreover show all sorts of data like charts, charts, pictures, or outlines. The 

extraordinary thing almost a present is that an individual can keep it. This will offer assistance 

understudies keep in mind what was practiced in course. Something to require under 

consideration is that understudies who get the present may well be enticed to examine what is 

on the paper, which might take the consideration absent from us. Since they tend to be diverting 

they might keep our learners from tuning in to what we are saying. Fair make beyond any 

doubt to donate our students the hand out right after you're done talking. 

In conclusion, visual aids are more beginner and elementary level students, because their 

outlook towards the language may not be large as intermediate or upper intermediate level 

learners. However their suitability is somehow match for students, who commenced to learn 

English recently and have had some lacks of perceptions. 
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